Future Traveller Tribes 2030
Understanding tomorrow’s traveller

Six New Traveller Personalities
Reward Hunter

Obligation Meeter

Simplicity Searcher

Limited by “hard objectives” – obligations
to be somewhere to achieve something
very specific such as attending a
conference, meeting a client, or making a
religious commitment

Typically time-poor and seeking relaxation

Favour hassle-free, choice minimal
options when it comes to booking flights
Demand intuitive booking systems that
can seamlessly switch between expense
accounts and personal accounts

Happy for third parties to manage all
aspects of travel
Want options to be laid out in simple and
transparent formats

Will readily share their data if it will result
in a more streamlined, hassle-free
experience

View travel as a well-deserved treat for
negotiating the stressful executive working
week

Keen to received bundled travel offers and
packages from providers that offer the
assurance of safety, comfort and ease.

Display a desire to cordon off space for
fundamentally self-centred activities
Seek experiences that allow for extreme
self-indulgence e.g. helicopter rides to exotic
mountain top spas

Growing middle classes from emerging
markets will fuel this tribe’s growth

Open to data-driven personalisation to help
strike a balance between comfort and
efficiency but personal, human service is also
key for this tribe

Prefer the option to book a long time in
advance
Tend to be regular travellers used to
spending time in airports and thus
appreciate forms of entertainment that
kill time

Simplicity
Searcher

Will travel with a central objective but
will likely be open to clever offers of
additional leisure experiences that fit
around their objective

Likely to favour travel options and modes
of transport with a smaller carbon footprint
and are more open to providers with clear
carbon offsetting programmes in place
Happy to compromise on legroom and
other in-flight luxuries for environmental
reasons

Seek to gain ‘social capital’ by sharing their
travel experiences at every opportunity via
social networks

Cultural
Purist

Favour travel brands that share their
values and make transparent commitments
to eco-friendly, ethical practices

May travel in order to ‘give-back’ on ethical
grounds e.g. to contribute to the
construction of a school or local
infrastructure

Social Capital Seeker

Social
Capital
Seeker

Ethical
Traveller

May make travel decisions to make a
concession to their conscience, for example
choosing a destination with a view to
boosting tourism there

Interested in indulgent experiences that offer
options for ‘wellness’ e.g. personal health
checks on arrival or spa sessions

Reward
Hunter

Obligation
Meeter

Ethical Traveller

Open to the idea of virtual visits – using
virtual reality headsets such as Oculus Ri
to “visit” places that are otherwise
inaccessible on ethical or political grounds

Likely to purchase VIP airport experiences
such as a dedicated airline representative
and bypassing traditional check-in processes

More likely to make “peer-validated” travel
decisions through things such as
crowdsourced bucket lists
May monitise their own social media
presence – changing the relationship they
have with travel brands
They are open to heavy personalisation
with things such as cabin options, hotel
rooms, entertainment and experience

Cultural Purist
Use travel as an opportunity to immerse
themselves in an unfamiliar culture that’s
off the beaten track and non-commercial

Open to the sharing economy, perhaps to
stay with a local. Not determined by price
but authenticity of the experience

Their enjoyment of the break depends on
the realism of the experience

Value impulsiveness and experimentation
from their travel making them less
responsive to promotions made in advance
of travel

Mainly inspired by word-of-mouth
through, for example, close-knit,
small-scale online social networks

They are open to travel and brands that
include ‘Klout-boosting’ opportunities
within their experiences

Generally less keen on “personalised”
travel, viewing it as pandering to
commercial, non-authentic interests

What will the world look like in 2030?

1.8 billion

people will be travelling
internationally each year
Passenger traffic will increase
each year

5%

Travellers will come from a wider
spread of nations with APAC,
LATAM and African markets
showing the strongest growth
China will surpass the US as the
largest global economy

The median age of the global
population will rise from 29.6
to 33.2 years

Embedded sensors that capture
“biosignals” represent a step
forward in customer understanding

WiFi will be truly ubiquitous
and 5G will have arrived

Social media use is expected to
reach 80-90% worldwide

Hotels and airlines will offer
immersive “previews” of
their services through virtual
reality technology

Roles that were once filled by
human workers will be staffed by
search algorithms, robotic
bellhops, cashless payment
systems, virtual customer service
avatars and fluid biometric
processing systems
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